In order to solve the problem of pseudo approach in SPP, an unsupervised algorithm named sub-pattern sparsity preserving projection(SpSPP) was proposed in this paper. In the proposed algorithm, face images are firstly divided into smaller sub-images, and sub-images from the same location are collected to compose the sub-pattern set. Then the conventional SPP is applied to each of sub-pattern sets to extract the local features. Finally, the sub-pattern features computed by SPP are concatenated to get the holistic features. Based on the fact that different regions of face images share a different similarity relationship and the discrimination information of sparse representation, SpSPP alleviated the effect of pseudo approach through image partition and feature concatenation. The effectiveness of the proposed method was verified on popular face databases (AR and Yale B).
Introduction
Within the past decades, face recognition has become one of the most attractive fields of research and the most representative FR techniques are principal component analysis (PCA) [1] , locality preserving projection (LPP) [2] and sparsity preserving projection (SPP) [3] . In contrast to the above holistic methods which directly use whole face image for classification, some sub-pattern based techniques which extract facial feature from different levels of sub-patterns are proposed to overcome the ineffectiveness of holistic methods. In the sub-pattern methods, sub-pattern PCA (SpPCA) [4] was proposed by Chen. In their method, the whole images are firstly partitioned into smaller equal-sized sub-images in a non-overlapping way and the extraction of features is performed on each sub-pattern set composed by sub-images from the same location of original faces. By taking the different recognition contributions of different face parts into consideration, Tan extended the SpPCA to adaptively weighted sub-pattern PCA (Aw-SpPCA) [5] . In this approach, the weights of each sub-image set are determined by the similarities between the sub-pattern's probe set and gallery set. Introduced manifold learning theory into sub-pattern based algorithm, Ren presented sub-pattern locality preserving projection (Sp-LPP) [6] . In their method, they consider that not only whole faces, but sub-patterns of them also reside on a low-dimensional manifold subspace, and detect the low-dimensional manifold structure of different face regions.
In this paper, the theory of sub-pattern was introduced into SPP and a sub-pattern sparsity preserving projection (SpSPP) algorithm was presented for face recognition. The first step of SpSPP is to partition the original face images into several smaller equal-sized sub-images, and then all sub-patterns shared the same location are respectively collected to compose sub-pattern sets. In the second step, SPP is performed on each sub-pattern set to compute the transition matrix and extract sub-pattern features. Finally, the extracted features from the same face image are concatenated to a global feature, based on which the ultimate classification is processed. Experimental results on bench mark face databases showed that the proposed algorithm could effectively alleviate the influence of pseudo approach and achieve promising accuracy without any class information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section2 reviews SPP algorithm. The proposed SpSPP is introduced in Section 3. Experimental results and analyses are shown in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are provided in Section5.
Review of the Sparsity Preserving Projection
Sparsity preserving projection considers the sparse reconstruction relationship of the data as a natural discrimination information and aims to preserve it in the embedded space. First of all, the sparse reconstruction weight vector i s for each y is computed through the follow 1 l norm minimization problem in formula (1): 
e be a n-dimensional unit vector with the ith element 1, 0 otherwise.
With simple algebraic formulation, the objective function will be recast as the following optimization problem:
In an ideal situation, there are enough training samples of each class and all the testing sample y of class j will be faithfully represented by the over-complete dictionary composed by the samples of class j . Assume that j i
x is an arbitrary face sample of class j , then j i x will be represented by the samples from class j as shown in formula (4). 
But in the scenario of face recognition, the insufficient of sample is a common problem. Thus the formula (4) will no longer hold, then SPP needs to take advantage of the similarity between heterogeneous samples to represent the sample collaboratively. But the chosen heterogeneous samples have a certain degree of uncertainty, which may project the samples apart in original space into a close position. In the other hand, SPP doesn't consider much about the heterogeneous samples close to the target sample which may lead these samples still close to target sample after projection. These two factors influence the recognition accuracy of SPP, and they were collectively referred to as pseudo approach in this paper.
Sub-pattern Sparsity Preserving Projection
Algorithm Procedure. In order to overcome the pseudo approach of SPP, a new sub-pattern based algorithm named sub-pattern sparse preserving projection (SpSPP) is proposed in this paper. Like other sub-pattern based techniques, SpSPP is also mainly consists of three steps. Firstly, face images are partitioned into equal-size sub-images in a non-overlapping way, and sub-images from the same location of face images are composed by the sub-pattern sets. Secondly, SPP is performed on each of sub-pattern sets to extract the local features, then the holistic feature is computed by concatenating the local features. Finally, classify unknown face images in the feature space. 4. Image partition Assume
is a training set composed by n face images, where 
With simple algebraic formulation, we get ( )
Finally, the objective function can be recast as the following optimization problem: Algorithm Analysis. In order to guarantee the sparse vector is computed under a over-complete system, the technique SPP is usually performed in a lower space projected by other dimensionality reduction method and which may lead the loss of effective information and affect the recognition rate. The proposed SpSPP first partitions face images into sub-images and then it performs SPP on sub-image set to alleviate this problem to a certain extent.
The conventional SPP has a certain robustness to illumination and expression changes, but in the situation of FR with insufficient data, this robustness is weakened profoundly. The proposed SpSPP execute SPP on sub-image sets, and the variations in illumination and expression will affect a few of them, hence we expect this method have better robustness than the conventional version.
Recently, almost every new proposed sub-pattern based method classify the query pattern in a ballot way. However, based on the analysis of SPP, we choose the more suitable feature combination to make the final decision. This suitable is mainly reflected in two aspects as follows: 1) In the practical application, voting method will face the situation that some candidates share the same votes. This problem can be solved through a weighted manner, but this needs extra class information. Another feasible method is to increase the voting number, which means the face images need to be divided into much smaller sub-images that may reduce the information carried by sub-images. In this case, the classification accuracy will be affected consequently. Moreover, the efficiency of algorithm will be affected at the same time. 2) Through the analysis of SPP algorithm mentioned before, the pseudo approach problem will affect the accuracy of algorithm and remedy this influence will improve the classification accuracy. Actually, different regions of face image have different similarity relationship (representation relation and instance relation). The different relation of representation makes the sparse vector of different sub-image computed on dictionary share different location of external nonzero entries. And the different relation of distance makes different sub-image share different neighborhood relationship, hence the distribution of samples affected by pseudo approach will disparate in different images. In addition, the discrimination of SPP guarantees the structure of homogeneous samples will be preserved in every sub-pattern sets. Therefore, the holistic feature concatenated by sub-pattern features will hold the relation of homogeneous datum and disperse the heterogeneous samples affected into several classes, which make the influence of pseudo approach alleviated and improve the effectiveness of classification.
Experimental results and analyses
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm (SpSPP) is evaluated on two benchmark face databases (AR shown in Fig.1 and Yale B shown in Fig.2) . There are four different methods used here for comparisons, they are SpPCA [4] , SpLPP [6] , SPP [3] and V-SpSPP (i.e. vote based sub-pattern sparse preserving projection). In order to guarantee the SPP is performed under a over-complete system, we project the original samples with PCA before the implement of SPP. The sub-pattern based algorithms are performed on different partitions (as shown in Fig. 3 ) respectively. In order to testify the concatenation of features is more suitable for SPP based sub-pattern method, we record the classification accuracies of techniques V-SpSPP and SpSPP with the different image partition, and the consequences are showed in Table 1 . From Table 1 we will see, SpSPP achieves an obvious precedency to V-SpSPP in classification accuracy with the 2×2 partition. With the increasing of sub-images, the recognition rate of V-SpSPP obtains a minor upgrade while the recognition rate of SpSPP declines significantly, but SpSPP can still classify the query samples in a similar accuracy with V-SpSPP. 1) The introduction of the sub-pattern based principle indeed improves the recognition rates of PCA and LPP in dealing with the face images affected by illumination and expression varied. However, the SpPCA and SpLPP are still unsupervised techniques, the embedded space detected by them is single manifold structure which difficult for classification. 2) The SPP algorithm based on sparse representation achieves a relative decent recognition rate on both databases, but the accuracy of SPP is not ideal enough due to the pseudo approach problem. The V-SpSPP and SpSPP obtain better classification accuracies without the use of label information, which is benefit from the alleviation of pseudo approach through multiple projection in sub-pattern based method. 3) With the increase of sub-patterns, the effective features carried by each sub-patterns declined significantly which weakened the discrimination of SPP. The augment of "vote number" fails to improve the accuracy obviously but make the extraction of features more time-consuming. However, the SpSPP used features concatenation as the identification strategy achieves a much more better accuracy in an efficient way.
Conclusion
In order to alleviate the pseudo approach in SPP, a sub-pattern sparse preserving projection (SpSPP) algorithm was proposed in this paper. Based on the fact that different regions of face images share different similarities, then the different sub-pattern sets have a different neighbor relation in embedded space. In additions, the discrimination of sparse representation will preserve the structure of homogeneous samples even with partial images. Combined these characters, SpSPP dispersed the influence of pseudo approach by extracting features on sub-pattern set respectively, and made the samples from the same class more tightly by concatenating these features. Experiment result on benchmark face image database AR and Yale B was verified the feature concatenation is a more suitable identification strategy for SpSPP, what's more, the proposed SpSPP was able to alleviate the pseudo approach problem and improve the accuracy of face recognition.
